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Ah&act. The basis for this paper are the concepts of parameterization and implementation of 
abstract data types which have been developed in the theory of algebraic specifications with initial 
algebra semantics. In this paper we combine both concepts defining implementations of parameter- 
ized data types and studying the compatibility of parameter passing and impiementation of 
parameterized data types. In our main result we show that parameter passing commutes with 
implementation. This is an important step in order to apply the theory of algebraic specifications 
to development and stepwise refinement of software systems. We illustrate our notion and results 
by a small example implementing binary trees over arbitrary data by corresponding strings with 
brackets. Finally we consider the problem of 2-dimensional compatibility of parameter passing 
and implementation and discuss the kind of compatibility results which have ‘been shown by other 
authors in the case of loose and final algebra semantics. 

1. Introduction 

The theory of algebraic specifications initiated by Zilles [30] is essentially based 
on the fundamental work of the ADJ-group in [l] and [2]. In [l] the initial algebra 
approach to the specification and correctness of abstract data types and also a first 
implementation concept were introduced. The specification concept was extended 
to parameterized data types in [2]. At the same time an alternative much more 
syntactic implementation concept was proposed by Guttag [22]. Unfortunately it 
was not clear at that time whether Guttag’s imiplementation concept should be 
based on the initial algebra semantics of [I] or the final algebra approach developed 
by Gianotana et al. [20] and Wand [29]. 

Our algebraic implementation concept in [ 151 was on one hand motivated by 

the examples in [22] and-on the other hand-by the concept of tuple and table 

constructors used in our algebraic specification schemes for data base systems [ 171. 
Although this concept in [15] already allows parameter parts for actual parameters 

* A short version of this paper was presented at ICALP ‘82 under the title “Parameter Passing 
Commutes with Implementation of Parameterized Data Types”. 
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in the corresponding specifications, the initial algebra semantics of this concept are 
not yet suitable for parameterized types with formal parameters. Actually para- 
nlcterized specifications in the framework of initial algebra semantics need free 
ccjnstruction semantics (see [2]), i.e., the parameterized type is freely generated 
over its parameter part. Taking the initial algebra of a parameterized specification 
would yield a trivial semantics in most cases. In contrast to actual parameters there 
are no generating operations for the formal parameter part in general. 

The implementation concept for parameterized types in this paper (paramcterizcd 
implementation, in short) uses essentially the same syntax as in [ 161 but semantics 
and the correctness conditions, having a consistency and a completeness part, have 
to be adapted to the parameterized case. This means that the semantics is given 
in terms of functors between categories of algebras, the consistency condition 
becomes a property of functors and operation completeness a proof-theoretical 
condition based on terms with variables in parameter sorts. 

The rnairl idea of studyinp parametcrized imp1en~cntations--similar to that of 
paramctcrized specifications-is lo define a family of implementations for all 

suitable actual parameters in terms of a single ‘higher level implementr\tion’. 
Consider the following cxamplc: Having shown that sets of natural numbers can 

he implemented by strings of natural numbers using hash-tables (see [lb]:. NT 

would also like to be sure to get a correct implementation when natural numbers 

art’ replaced by integers. Iking our prcvi~ous wnccpts wt‘ cannot bc wrt‘. The 
obvious idea is to consider implementat ions of parameterizcd types like the 

inrplementntion of sets of data by strings of data using hash-tables. Then the main 

r-cwlt of this paper shows that the corrwftws of such it paramctcrizcd implcmcnta- 

ti0t-t itnpks the cot-rwfncss of all induced actu;tl impl~tit~t~tations, espwinll~ that 
01’ wts of ititqcrs tw strings of ititcgors. 
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PAkAMETERIZED I~~PI,EMETU’r.~.7’101V 

bracketstring(data) w bintree(data) 

1 

PARAME-I ER PARAMETER 
PASSING 

bracketstring( int) 

JNDLK‘ED IMPLEMENTATJOIU 

In short and more intuitive terms the main result of this paper can be phrased 

as “Parameter Passing Commutes with Implementation of Parameterized Data 

Typd which is also the title of our short version [ 131. The general idea of such 

a compatibility is already discussed in [7] within the framework of 2-categories. A 

system like CAT proposed in [7] seems to be most important for efficient deveiop- 
mcnt of software systems. In [ 1 1, I h. 181 it is already shown that parameterization 

and implementation are key concepts in this field. 

In Section 2 of this paper we review the concept of parameterized specifications 

and parameter passing as studied in [4]. For the corresponding algebraic theory of 

parameterized specifications with requirements (like data constraints or initial 

restrictions in l he sense of [ 181 and [27]) we refer to [lo]. In Section 3 we introduce 

the main concept of this paper, the implementation of parameterized data types 

including syntax, semantics and correctness. The mam result in Section 4 is the 

following: Gi\ en an implementation NH. : SPF’CI (SPEC) =$ s~~wkm~~-) of para- 

meterized types and a parameter passing morphsim h : SPEC --+ SINK’, then WC have 

an induced implementation I~IH.’ : SPECI (SPIX~‘) + SI~-~~(SP~). In Theorems 4.3 

and 4.4 we show how syntax and semantics of IMPI. and IMPL’ are related while 

Theorem 3.5 shows that correctness of IMPI implies correctness of IMPI.‘. These 

results can be summarized in the conclusion t-n it correct parameter passing com- 

mutes with correct implementation. 

In Section 5 WC sketch how our results can he extended to the general case of 

implementations with hidden components (see [Ml). Moreover, we discuss para- 
metcrized parameter passing (see [3,4]) and formal parameters with constraints 

like initial restrictions in the sense of Rurstall and Goguen [S] or general algebraic 

constraints in the sense of our new paper [5]. Specifications with constra&ts are 
especially important for all the approaches based on loose semantics, like UJ:AR 

ir [Xl, that of t Iuphach in [24], and that of Sanella and Wirsing [2S], were not only 

initial resp. freely pencrated algebras, but the class of all algebras satisfying the 
constraints is considered as semantics. For the case of final algebra semantics 

compatihilitj results for parameter, passing and implementation are givers in [ 191. 

For ‘module specifications’ corresponding results are sketched by Go,:uen and 

Meseguer in [HI. It is discussed how these approaches contribute to the problem 
of full or general compatibility of parameter passing and implementatior. which is 

referred to as ‘2-dimensional compatibility’ because the situation is similar to the 

distributive law of a Z-dimensional category (cf. [26]L 
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At the present time the problem of general compatibility of parameter passing 
and implementation has been clarified in the literature with respect to a number 
of different points. But at least in our opinion a full satisfactory solution is yet to 
be found. 

Finally let us make some remarks concerning the exposition of this paper. 
Assuming that the reader is familiar with basic notions in universal algebra and 
category theory the paper is selfcontained with respect to all definitions of notions 
and constructions in Computer Science. The corresponding motivation, however, 
is only briefly sketched here. Most of the motivation is discussed already in detail 
in our longer versions [ 161 and [4] concerning implementation and parameter 
passing respectively. 

2. Parameterized types and specifications 

We shall assume the algebraic background of [ 1] or [ 14.21 which is based on 
universal algebra ;rnd category theory (see [23,26]). But we will review the most 
important notions in connection with this paper. Moreover, we recall the basic 
algebraic case cjf parameterized data types and specifications as given in [4]. 

A ubstrtrct d:ztn type is regarded as (the isomorphism class of) a many-sorted 
(heterogeneous) algebra which is minimal, meaning that all data elements are 
*;uxessibk’ using constants and operations of the algebra. A many-sorted algebra 
consists of an indexed family of sets (called <w-rim) with an indexed family of 
operations between those carrim. The indexing system is called a sigrmtwc’ and 

consists of a set S of sorts which indexes the carriers and a family (X,,.,, 1 w E S* and 
s E S) of operation names (C is called the opiwtor htwid ): a symbol (r E Z,,., with 
iI’ z,vl *. * SIZ names an operation u,.\ : A, 1 .k l . * x AT,, - A, in an algebra A with 

signature Is‘. The pair (S, 2‘ ) determines the category Al,q,.s,~ of all S-sorted 
%It@>JaS with ~-homomorphisms between them. 

A specificatior~, SIW- = (S, z‘, E), is ;I triple where (S, 2) is a sigt1atui.e and E a 

set of equations. A/,qsI~I:(- is the category of all sIBI-cl-algebras, i.e., all S-sorted 
Z-algebras satisfying the equations I[’ and all ~-homomorphisms between them. 
When we write the cordhztiorl swc - SPFC+ (9. Z”, E’), WC mean that S and S’ : 

arc’ disjoint, that 2 is an operator domain over S +S’ which is disjoint from L’, 
:tllcl that 1~~:” is i1 set of t’qu;ttions r1\‘Cr the sigriaturc (S-t S’ . 2‘ + 2“). Constructing \uch 
iI COITlbifliltiofl ii] thf.2 wcjucl rllt‘z111~ that -t is ;I disioint union which makes sure (ukig 

Gt;itk ren:miings \i hich ;irt‘ Ilot explicitly rncntimt2di tht sorts iI1ld Opt!ri~tiOIl~ in 
thcx frond component bctcon~c disjoint from those in the first WC. 

We follow [ 11 in saying that the scv~tcurti~*.s of a spccitication swc is the (isomorph- 
km class of the) aigehra Tsi+.(- which is initial in AIgs,,I (., Tsllt (- can be constructed 

as a quotient 7&.c. = TCs,2,/ = F: of the term algebra ?‘,s,I, (corresponding to the 

signature (S, Z:>) bv the congruence generated from tha equations E. 
As an example which will also be used in later set,‘- MS we specify the >l.Aximum 

of each of two intcpcrs using a test whether an integer rs-Nr:c;ative or not. We use 

the wcil-kncjwn spc&fications int of integers and bool uf ~oojca~~ ~alucs. 
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opns: Is-rwc3 : int - ho01 
MAX : int int - int 
if-then-else : boo1 int irat -+ int 

eQlIS: IS=NEG(O) = FALSE 

IS-NEG( PRED(O)) = TRUE 

IS-NEG(X +x) = IS-NEG(X) 

IS-NEG(SlJ<‘C’(X +x ,) = IS-NE<;(X) 

MAX@, X) = if IS-NW(X) therr 0 eke X 
MAX(X, 0) = if IS-NEG(X) then 0 elw X 
MAX(X, Y) = if IS-NW(X) 

the!1 (if IS-NEG( Y) therr MAX(X, k’) eke Y) 
else (if IS-NEG( Y) the/z Xeke ~nx(X, I’)) 

MAX(SUK(X), SUc‘C( Y)) = SG’C’(MAX(X, Y)) 

MAX(PRED(X), PRED( Y)) = PRED(MAX(X, Y)) 

if TRUE then Xelse Y = X 
if F;AI_SE theft Xelse Y = Y 

intmax extends the specification of integers int (with 0, SLJK, PRED and addition 

+ ) and boolean values boo1 (with constants TRUE and FALSE). 

Now let us consider parameterized data types and specifications: 

2.1. Definition. A pnmmeterized data type PDAT = (SPEC, SPEC’I, T) consists of the 

following data: 

PARAMETER DFC’I.ARATION SPEC‘ = (S, Iv, E) 

TARGET SPE’C’IFICATION SPEC I =SPEC+(Sl,,rl,El) 

and a functor T : AlgSPEcs -+ AlgSPEc.I. 

PDAT is called persistent (strongly persistent) if T is, i.e. for every spr;_c.-algebra 

A we have a natural isomorphism V( T(A)) = A (resp. V( T(A)) = A) where V is 

the forgetful functor from SPECI- to spEc‘-algebras (cf. Definition 2.4(3)). 

2.2. Definition, A pnrmneterized specification PSPK = (SPIT, SPEC’ 1) consists of the 

following data: 

PARAMETI;R DI’C’I .ARATION SPEC = (S, 2, E) 

TARGET SPE(‘IFICATION SPEC’I =s~~+(S1,21, El). 

The semantics of the specification is the free construction {see [l’-]\ 

F : A&EC --+ A~SPECI, i.e., the parameterized type PDAT = (SPIT, SPEC 1, F). 

PSPFC is called (stroitgly ) persisterrt if the free construction F is (strorzg/y ) per- 

sistent, i.e., the unit q(A) : A - VF(A) for A E AZgSPEC. is a natural isomorphism 

(identity). 
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Remark. Note that parameterized specifications are purely syntactical objects 
which uniquely determine (up to isomorphism) free constructions and hence their 
associated parameterized data types as semantics. General parameterized data 
types, on the other hand, are not fully determined by their specifications but by 

the functor T. This may be chosen arbitrarily and is not forced to be free. 

For simplicity of presentation we only allow equations in the parameter declar- 
ation SPEC. For the case of parameterized specifications with requirements in the 
sense of [8,27) we refer to [lo, S]. 

2.3. Examples. ( 1) Binary trees bintree provide a typical example of a parameter- 
ized data type (see [4]). A binary tree is generated as a labelled LEAF (root) with 
a I.WT son or a RIGHT son or HOI-H respectively. The actual labels are not specified, 
but the forma! parameter data (consisting of one sort &fa only) requires some 
label alphabet. As a sample of retrieval operations we want to measure the HIWI~I~S 

of the trees. For this computation we use the specification intmax. 

bintreet data + intmax) = 

data + intmax + 
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(in~sc4) representing the increasing and decreasing differences between opening 

and closing brackets while the string is traversed from left to right. The specification 

intseq provides all necessary operations (i.e., the SINGLE sequence, INSERTiOn of 
integers, access to the MAXIMUM entry, INCREASing and DECREAsing of each entry 

of a sequence by one.) 

bracketstring(dafa + intmax) = 

data + intseq + 

sorts: alphabet, bracketstring 

opns: INCL : data - alphabet 
OPEN : - alphabet 
Cl .OSE : - alphabet 
C‘OMMA : -alphabet 

INII- : alphabet -+ bracketstring 
L-ADD : alphabet bracketstrirtg - bracketshrtg 
RADD : bracketstrirtg alphabet ---* bracketstring 
CWWAT : bracketstring bracketstring -+ bruckets~rirtg 

DEPTH : bracketstring -+ intseq 

eqns: CONCAT( INIT(CI ), S) = I.ADD(CI, S) 

CONCAT( l_ADD((I, s), s’) = I.ADD( a, CONC‘AT(& s’)) 

RADD(S, a) = CONCAT(S, INJ-r(U )) 

DFPTti(INIT(1NCI.(_X))) = SINCiL.E(~) 

DFPJ-H(lNIT(OPEN))) = SJNCXE(WCC(~)) 

DFPTti( JNtT(Ct.OSE)) = StI;Gl.E( PRED(())) 

DEPTH(JNJT(COMMA)) = SINGLE(f)) 

DEt’TH(J.ADD(JNC’J_(X), s)) = DEPTH(S) 

DFPTH(I_ADD(OPEN, s)) = INSERT(SUCC(C)), INc’REASE(DFPTti(S))) 

DEPTH( t>ADD(C‘I.OSE, s)) = INSERT(PRtZD(O), DECREASF(DEPTHtS))) 

DEPTH( 1 ADD(COMMA, s), = DEPTH(s) 

For sake of completeness we also give the specification of intseq used above: 

intseq = intmax + 

sorts: irttseq 

opns: SINwE- : irtl --, irttseq 

1 NSE RT : irt t in tseq --+ irr tseq 

MAXIMUM : i?t tSeq - int 

INCREASE, DECREASE : irttSeq - ifttSf?q 

eqnS: MAXIMUM(SINGLE(X)) =X 

MAXJMUM( JNSERT(,y, S)) = MAX\X, MAXIMUM(S)) 
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INCREASE(SINGLF.(X)) = SINGLE(SUCC(X)) 

INCREASE(INSERT(X, s)) = INSERT(SUCC(X), INCREASE(S)) 

DECREASE(SINGLE(X)) = SINGLE(PRED(X)) 

DECREASE(INSERT(X, s)) = INSERT(PRED(X), DECREASE(S)) 

We now come to the problem of parameter passing. In the basic algebraic case 
parameter passing morphisms are just specification morphisms allowing to rename 
sorts and operations of the formal parameter by sorts and operations of the actual 
parameter in such a way that formal equations are translated into actual ones. A 

more general version of parameter passing is discussed in Section 5.2. It is well 
known that each vector space can be considered as an Abelian group by forgetting 

the outer multiplication and the associated field. In a similar way a specification 

morphism tells us how each actual-parameter algebra becomes a formal-parameter 
algebra by renaming some domains and operations and by forgetting the remaining 
ones. This construction also works for algebra morphisms, such that we obtain a 

forgetful functor induced by a specification morphism. 

2.4. Definition. ( 1) A specificatiorz morphism h : (S, 2, E) + (9, X’, 25’) consists of 

a mapping hs : S -+ S’ and a (S” x S)-indexed family of mappings 12x : Z: -+ E’ with 

hz-, , : z,:, - z*~~wr,hs,.\) [where 11: is the extension of Irs to strings of sorts) such 
thai every equation of E, when translated by It, belongs to E’, i.e., h (E) c E’. The 
morphism 11 is called sirnpfe if (S, E, E) c (S’ , C’, E’) and Its, 11: are the inclusions. 

(2) The category of all specifications and specification morphisms is called 
( ‘Al‘SW< *. 

(3) For each specification morphism h : SPEC --+ SPEC’ there is a functor 
Vi, : A lgs,al_.C.~ - A&,,, called forgeffirlfirncfor with respect to h (see [4]) which is 
defined for each A in AlgsPr._c.e by 

V/t (A 1, = A,,+, for s E S, 

:r\ ,,( :\ I = h( d ~\ for u C 1Tr’. 

In the following we define standard parameter passing as in [j.]. 
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s and s’ are simple specification morphisms and SPECY’, called value specification, 

is given by 

SPECI’ = SPEC’+(Sl’, Xl’, El’) 

with 

Sl’=Sl, Zl’=h’(Zl) and El’=h’(El) 

where h’ : SPECS -+ SPECI’ is a specification morphism with 

l&(x)=$x ESI thenxelsiehs(x),and 
h:(y) = ify &Xl &ert yefse hr(y). 

This mechanism of standard parameter passing is called correcl if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 

( 1) actual parameter protecbon, i.e., V$( TSPECIP) = TSPECr, 
(2) passing compatibility, i.e., F 0 Vt, ( TSPECO) = Vht( TsPECll), 

where TsPEC-- and T SPECl’ are initial algebras and F the semantics of PSPEC (see 
Definition 2.2). 

Interpretation. The value specification SPECI’, also written as SPECI(SPEC’), is the 

result of replacing the formal parameter sPEc- in ~PEC1, also written as sptxi (sp~c), 

by the actual parameter SPEC’. In terms of category theory the value sl;ecifkation 
SPECI’ is nothing else but the pushout in the diagram above. 

Actual parameter protection means that the actual parameter SPEC’ remains 

unchanged in the value specification SPECI’. Passing compatibility means that the 

semantics of parameter passing, especially the transformation from TSPECf to TsPECIr 

meets the semantics F of PSPEC (up to renaming with respect to h and 11’). 

The main result for standard parameter passing is the following (see [4, Theorem 

5.2]). 

2.6. Theorem (Correctness of Standard Parameter Passing). Standard parameter 
passing is correct ( wirh respecl to all actlral parameters SPECS and all parameter 
passing n~orphistns h : spw - + SPFC’) if arid only if the giver1 paratneterized 
spwifica tion Ps far 4 * = (SfW-, SPcxI) is (strongly ) persisreti!. 

This theorem is technically based OK the extension Lemma (see [3, 5.11) which 

will also be used in our proofs for Section 4. 

2.7. Extension Lemma. ( 1) Given a paratneterized specification PSPEC = 

(SPIT, SPECI) as in Definition 2.2 and a specification tnorphistn h : SPEC - SPEC’, 

then there is a well-defined parameter passing diagratn 
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SPFX“ I, 

as giuen by Definitiofl 2.5 which is a pmhorll ift the cutegory of specifkahms cd 
specification morphisms, i.e., we haue 

(i) s’ 0 h = h’ 0 s, and 
(ii) for all specificatiofls SPEC” af~d all spccificatioft fftorphism s” : SPF-:C’ - SPFX” 

afui h”: SPECI -+ SPEC” sabsfving s” 0 11 =- 11 “0 s there is a wliqw specijicatiott 
fnorphisf fr f‘ : SPEC 1 ’ - SPI’C” srtcl1 lhtzt 

f’Os = s” afld J’Q,’ = II”. 

(2) Gioeft a (strongly ) pwsistefjt paratwwizcd da:a type PDAT = (PSPFT, F) with 
mw- afzd a specifica~iof2 fnorphisf fl h as ahotle, &w there is (1 (mow& b ptvsistvr~t 
fwrctor F’ : A/gs,BrlC+ - A!gs,3l1C,,,, cwlled extension of F oia (h, s ). sd.@virrg for all 
A ’ E A /gsIBT..( se 

V/,,(F’(A’)) L= F( V,,(A’)). 

( 3 ) lf irz addikjfl F is free t /c*f; ad@if f t to V, ), rlwft F’ is also ]ictB (ltft adjoifrt lo k’,& 

2.8. Example. To demonstrate the parameter p~siny mechanism, we intend to 

construct binary trees of integers (cf. Example X3(1 )). The intmax-part of the 

formal parameter can be used as actual parameter, and the corresponding parameter 
passing morphism h : data + intmax - intmax maps the sort date) to ifrt while the 
intmax-part is mapped identically. According to Definition 23 the value 

specification bintreetintmas) is obtained from the pwametcrized specification 

bintree(data+ intmax) by erasing the two fragments of test ‘data + ’ and by replacing 
all occurrences of the sort citrfcr by the sort ifzt. 

Note that the same parameter passing morphsim also defines an actualization of 

our second example. This kads to bracketstring(intmax) where the elements of the 
strings arc integers, opening and closing brackets, and commas. 

3. Implementation of parameterized types 

NW w c?rc going to define implementations of parameter&d types given by 
parameterized specifications. This extends our imr,lemcntation concept for data 
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type specifications without formal parameters in [ 1 S] and [16] to the parameterized 
case. 

The idea of (equational) specification is to design a first solution of a given data 

processing problem. Hence a specification is said to be correct if it meets the 
problem exactly. 

The aim of programming is somewhat different. It has to produce a solution 

running on a computer. So it cannot be oriented on the problem only, but also has 

to make use of the \pecial features of an executing system or of a programming 

language. For example, many data types, which describe application problems (e.g., 
indices, catalogues, etc.), behave like subsets or mappings on subsets. Especially 

the order of inserting pieces of information does not matter-from the point of 

view of the problem. In a program you will represent such situations by some 
‘sequential’ structtxes (e.g., strings, arrays, trees, hash-tables etc.) where the order 

of insertions may be significant. Hence, different data in a program may represent 

the same object in the problem. But it may also happen that you have data in the 

program representing nothing with respect to the problem. An obvious case is the 

use of the standard data type integer (including negative numbers) to solve natural 

number problems. If you want to compare the meaning of a program with the 

given problem or its specification, you have to identify multiple representations as 

well as to remove the junk. 

!n the semantics of our implementation concept, which is to provide an algebraic 

version of programming in the sense discussed above, these both steps are called 

II)~:N~T~FI(‘,\‘I‘ION and RESTRICTION respectively. Starting point of an implementation 

is a specification SPFXO, which should solve the given software problem on an 

;rbstr;rct lwel already. but may ignore the concrete possibilities of the computer 
level or of the intended programming language. Moreover we assume that there 

is a second specification SPECL SPEC’I is assumed to be ‘closer’ to the computer 

than SPFXW containing those data types which are directly available. A subpart SPEC 

of SPECN r-my already be included in SPECI. The remaining sorts SO and operations 

2’0 of WI CO are built up-maybe recursively-from the sorts and operations of 

SPHI. For th reason the syntax of our implementation concept consists of 

sort-implcmcn g operations and operations-implementing equations. Their con- 

structive effect is effected in the semantics by the SYN’I’HES~S step. 

Writin an imp, mentation means that the sorts and operations of the abstract 
1txtA stlt:(*I) arc refined in terms of sorts and operations of SFW~I which is again an 

;rlgcbraic specification. Therefore, the process of implementation can be itcrated. 

In other words, otir implementation conctipt allows and supports stepwise 

rcf’nement of software development. 
A program can be called correct if it fufills its specification. Because we are 

dealing with ijarameterized specifications, the semantics of an implementation is 

given as a functor. This allows to require in the notion of correctness simply that 

the semantics of an implementation equals the parameterized data type specified 
by SPECO, which is subject to the refinement. Moreover the notion of correctness 
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includes a more subtle part. The sort-implementing operations provide an explicit 
data representation for the abstract type SPECO. But you have to make sure that 

the abstract operations are completely re-defined on this representation using the 

operations-implementing equations (otherwise they may generate new data). This 
requirement will be called OP-completeness. 

3.1. General Assumption. We assume that we have the following persistent para- 
meterized specifications PSPECW = (SPEC, SPECW) and PSPECI = (SPEC, s~tm) with 

SPEC = (S X E) (parameter declaration) 
SPECO = SPEC + (SO9 CO, EO) (target specification 0) 
SPEC‘ 1 = SPEC + (S 1, G 1, E 1) (target specification 1) 

Remark. We assume persistency of PSPEXW and PSPF’CI because this is necessary 
and sufficient for correctness of standard parameter passing (see Theorem 2.6). 

3.2. Definition (Implementation). An implementation of PSPIX-o by PSPIWI, written 
IMiJI.: sswv 3 wPEc0, is a pair 

IMPI. = (&>RT, EOP) 

of operations ~SORT, called sor?-itttpit~t?zPt1titr~ operatiot~s, and equations EOP, 

called ~~~er~t~ows-itttplutl2et~tit2~ equhm, such that 

SORTIMPI, -1: SPECI + (so , ESoRT, 13) [sort implementation level) 
OPIMI’1. = SOR I’IMPI. -+- ((ij, i’0, EOP) (operation implementation level1 
IDIMI’I. = OI’IMPI. + (Cl, (4, EO) (identification level) 

are combinations (see the introductory paragraph of Section 2) and for all operations 
in &kow the range belongs to SO. 

The semantics of IMPI. is the following functor SI:M~~~~~~.: AIgSPiyc. - Algs,B,:C.,L 

defined as the composition 

RFSTR = AlgII,IX,P, - A~gstwo - Alip ‘ SWc-0 

forgetful functor V : Al~tt~lhltl~ ---, A/gst~t.-c~,, and the reachability functor 
which is defined as follows: 
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Let FREEO : A!gsrBric- -+ AlfiSPEc~,~ be the free construction with respect to 
VO :Algspt.:c-,, - AlgSpliC- with counit P. Then there is a functor 
RFAC‘t1: AlgsPtc.,, ---, AfgslBt-c-oe called REACHAHILITY, such that REAC'H(A > is the 
image of F(A):FJWEO l M(A) - A. 

Remarks. ( 1) Note that the counit F (A) : FREEO - VO(A ) - A evaluates the 
expressions freely generated over the initial values of N(A) (i.e., the sPrx:-part 

of A). Hence Kf:ACH(A) returns that part of A which is accessible by SPECO- 

operations applied to initial values from the actual parameter W)(A). In other 

words, we get rid of all junk in A not related to SPECO. 

(2) The construction SEMIMPI_ is composed of the semantics FREEI of the para- 

meterized specification t%PE<‘I, followed by a smrnws~~ step (free construction 

from Algslal:c.i to A/g<>pIMpI.), an IDENTIFICATION step (free construction from 

AlgopIxllB1 to AlgIDIMPI.) and the RESTRICTION step RESTR. Unfortunately, perform- 

ing I(,t~N-I’IFI(‘X~I‘I~,FU before or after RESTRICTION leads to different results in general 

so that one has to handle two kinds of semantics, called IR- and RI-semantics 

respectively. A detailed discussion of both and of their relationship can be found 

in [ 161. Note that the free construction FREE:IM~I_ is the composition of the free 
constructions s\:‘N-rt-IFsls and IDENTIFICATION. The semantics corresponds to IR- 

semantics because we first have the IDEWTWICATION ar.d then the RF:STRIC’TION 

step. This case is easier to handle in the parameterized case than the RI-semantics 
where RIISTRICIION is followed by IDENI’IFICATION bee Section 5.1 for more 

details). 

(3) In Definition 3.5 we will show how implementations in the parameterized 

case are related to those in the standard case defined in [16]. 
(3) For simplicity of presentation we have not introduced the general case 

includ!ng hidden components HI o = (stt I 11x Swx wm) where hidden sorts, oper- 

ations and equations can be used in the implementation (see [ 16, 6. I)). This case will 

Ix dealt with in Section 5 (see Section S.1 ). 

Now we are going to define correctness of implementations where we use the 

notation Z’WW‘) to denote the operations of SPEX’. 

Obviously we have to require that the semantics SEM~~~~~, of the implementation 

yields the semantics FREEO of the parameterized specification IWEC’CI to be imple- 

mented. 

represented by a ‘synthezised’ 

in SORTIMPL. Representation 

in OPIMPL is equivalent to the 

as OP-completeness. 

This property is called IR-ccrrectness. Moreover, the intention of correctness is 

that each operation call in SPEW, i.e., a srJEr_r)-term t with variables, can be 
/ 

I 
L 

operation call in SPECI, i.e., a term t* with variables 

means that the term t in SPECW regarded as a term 

term t* in SORTIMPI,. This property will be referred 

3.3. Definition (Correctness). An inlplementatiOn IMPL : PSPEC I 3 PSPECo as given 
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in Definition 3.2 is called 

! 1) ~hxm~ct if we have SFMIMPL_ = FREEO where 

PS?ECO. 

FREEO is the semantics of 

(2) OP-compk~e’ if for each family of variables X = (Xs)5~s+So with X, =Q for 

s E SO and for each term I E T~,SD~~~o~ (X) there is a term t* E T~,s~R-rI~n,I_~ (A?) 

such that t is oprMprA-equivalent to t*, i.e., t =()[D~MI~~_ t*, where X: = Xs for s E S 

and Xi =O otherwise. 

3.4. Example. If one pushes trees over to the left, one obtains a well-known linear 
representation of a tree where the representations of the sons are separated by 

commas and enclosed by brackets and the root label is added to the left. This is 

the idea of the following implementation of the binary tree specification using 

bracketstrings (cf. Examples 2.3): 

bracketstri:qg(data + intmax) imp1 bintreetdata + intmax) hy 

sof ts irnF.1 opns : c : hrmketstrir2g - biro trw 

opns imp1 eqns : L.EAF(S ) = c ilNl~~(INr~l.(s ))) 

I_EFT‘( f (S), s ) = C‘ (l.ADD( INC’I.(S ), I.RDD(OI’f~N, RADD( RADD(S, <‘OXlhi.~\I, 

UA)SE)))) 
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which are accessible by bintree-operations are those bracketstrings with only 

positive entries in their depth sequence and with equally many opening and closing 

brackets. So the RESTRICTION step in the semantics is nontrivial in this case. In 

contrast to that the IDENTIFICATION step has no semantical effect because the 
bintree-equations are already satisfied on the operation implementation level in 

an appropriate way. Finally, IR-correctness can be shown using the correspondence 

between binary trees and their bracketstring representation as observed above. 
In addition to parameterized implementations as given in Definition 3.2 we also 

have to review the standard case of implementations (see [16]) where formal 

parameters are replaced by actual ones. 

3.5. Definition (standard Implementation). Given algebraic specifications SPECW 

and SPECI as in Assumption 3.1 we consider the specification SPEC as a common 

actual parameter of SPECO and SPECI. Instead of (strong) persistency of SPF,C:C SPEW 

and SPECE SPECS we only require (strong) persistency on the initial algebra 7’SPt-Cr 

i.e., 

( 1) A standard imphentation of SPECW by SPEW, written IMPL : SPECI 3 SPFX-o, 

is a pair 

IMPI_ = (,rSORT, EOP) 

of operations ZSORI- and equations EOP satisfying syntactical conditions as in 

Definition 3.2. 

t 2 ) The syI~~a~1 tical algebra S IMPL.r short seuu~tics, of IMI-‘I. is detined by 

&APL = SF-WMPL( TSPEd 

where SFSQ~~~~_ : AfgSPEC- --+A/gSpE(.,) is the functor given in Definition 3.2. 

(3) The standard implementation IMPL : SPECV + SPECO is called 

(aI IR-correct if SlhlPI_ = ?+~IBEC.o, 
(b> OP-cornpIe& if for each term t in TL,SPEC.o, there is a term I* E 

T~,S<)H~J~~~ , such that I is oplMpl.-equivalent to I”, ix., f =c,PIMPl,t? 

Remark, The formulation of the semantics given above is slightly different but 

equivalent to the IR-semantical construction in 116, 5.7 and 4.21 where 

S - RE-IS ~~\I~‘TI<~N~IDFN~-IFI~‘Al‘ION~SYNT~1E_SIS( ?-&EC., ). II11Pl. - 

In Definition 3.2 we have given 

SEMmrrL = RESTROFREEIMPLOFREEI 

where 

FREEIMPL = IDENTIFICATIONOSYNTHESIS, FREE 1( &pm-) = ~SPECI 
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This implies SIMFI. = SEM~M~~( TSPEJ which is used as definition for the standard 

semantics above. IR-correctness in the parameterized case implies 

SEM,,vpL( TsPEc.) = FREF’O( Tsrr<.) = Tspklr., which means IR-correctness in the stan- 

dard case. Finally OP-completeness in the parameterized case with X = 0 

corresponds exactly to OP-completeness in the standard case above. 

4. The main results 

In this section we give the main results concerning parameter passing for 

implementations of parameterized specifications. First we give an explicit 

construction for induced implementations which arc standard implementations in 

the sense of Definition 3.5. 

4.1. Definition (Induced Implementation ). Given an implementation NW = 
CROW, EOPI of IWKC~ by ~WWY as given in Definition 3.2, a parameter passing 

morphism 11 : SIW ’ -+ SPK’ and the corrcspondinp value specifications star.(‘o and 
SW-( I’ with II 0 : SI’I:C*O - SI+n ;tnd II 1 : S1’l-t ‘I + SIVCI’ as given in Detinitions Z 4 

2nd 2.5. Now It3 

.ti = if si t: SO tlwrz si clsu II I( si 1 for i = 1 . . . . . il. 

:jnd /C(e) is obtained from e by replacing each 0 by /C(o) and each variable for a 
sort s E S by a corresponding variable for the sort h(s) E s’. 

ThW 

11\11’1 ’ -= csoK I ‘. EOP’r 

4.2. kxample. l’tlc irnpl~m~nt;~ti(In of bintreeldata + intmas \ hy bracketstring- 

ida:ira 4 intmaxj in I’~~mplc 3.4 inciwtx ;m il:lpl~m~ntation of bintreecintmasj try 
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bracketstring(intmax) (see Example 2.8). This induced implementation . ; obtained 
from the given one by replacing the parameterized specifications bintree and 
bracketstring by the value specifications and by interpreting the variable x as integer 

variable. 

4.3. Theorem (Syntax of Induced Implementations). Given an implementation 
IMPI. : PSPECI + PSPECO of paramcterized specifications and a parameter passing 

morphism It : SpFc - SPEC', then the induced implementation IMPL' : SPECI ' 3 SPECO' 

is an implementation in the standard sense where SORTIMPL', OPIMPL' and IDIMPL' 

can be characterized to be pushouts in CATSPK (see Definition 2.5) in the following 
diagrams, where the horizontal morphisms are inclusions and the vertical ones are 
itrdrcced by Ir : 

- SPFrI - SORTIMPI. - OPIMPI. - IDIMPI. 

SPF(” - SPF-<‘I’ - SORTt~lPl ’ 

Remark. Kate thrrt stw*o’ and SPKI arr; iile value specifications of PSPKO and 
rspt:<‘t respectively (see Definition 2.5). and we have by definition 

implementation 

SORTI~IPI ’ = Sl’Fi<‘ I ’ + (so’, Z’SORT’, f$) 

OPI~lP1.’ = SORTIMPI.’ + ((1, EO’, EOP’) 

lDl\lPI. = OPIMPl. + (0, (I, EO’, 

Proofidea. I_,ot SPFX‘I’, sotrtmwt.‘, OPIMPL. and IDIMPI. be pushouts 

I 1 b-(4) respectively. Then the explicit constructions due to Definition 

with that in Definition 4.1. The remaining syntactical properties 

check. 3 

of standard 

in diagrams 

2.5 coincide 

are easy to 
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Remark. Similar to Theorem 2.6 the persistency of SEM1hll~l. is necessary and 
sufficient if properties ( 1) and (2) are required for all actual parameters SPEC” and 
all parameter passing morphisms h : SEC - SPIT’. 

Proof. The proof is baqed on the Extension Lemma (see 2.7) and thve additional 
lemmas. Since sEM IMp[ is persistent, the Extension Lemma implies that there is a 

unique persistent extension F’ : A/gSPI’c.G - AlgS~~Fc~o~ of SF.M~~~~~~ such that properties 
i 1) and (2) are satisfied with SI~,131.~ replaced by F’(TsrICC-). It remains to show that 

To show this, we need the following three lemmas which will be proved below. 

Lemma 2. sf-34 1~1~~1 is pcv-sistwt if FRF’Elhlt’l.c‘F:Rt:F 1 is pcmistcwt. 
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Lemma 2 implies by assumption that FREEIMPPFREEI is persistent. Now WC 

are able to prove properties (3) and (4): 

VO’ ‘ s”MI\jp[ ’ = vo'o R~:STR'OFREHMPL_'O FREEI' 

= V~'OFREEIMPI.'OFREE~' (Lemma 1) 

= id MWt t (by the Extension Lemma and the 

ptXSiStellCy Of FREEIMPLoFREEl), 

v,,+w.zM,~,p~: = V,~(,OR~STR'OFREEIMPI.'JFREI~I' 

zz RESTR~V~J~FREEIMPL.'OFREEI' (Lemma 3) 
=RESTRoFREEIMP!.oFREEloV,, (Extension Lemma) 
= SI'Ml~f~~~.O V,,. 

As mentioned above, properties (3) and (4) imply F’= SEMIMP~.~ which was left to 

prove the theroem. 

It remains to prove the lemmas above. 

Proof of Lemma 1. Consider the following diagram: 

Suhdiayrams t I? and (2) commute by definition of RWI-R and forgetful functors. 

In order to prove the lemma it remains to show commutativity of (3). 

Ry definition of R~:~WIIIA 1 for A E AlgSPFC.,, we have 

where - stands for a surjective homomorphism and ( for an inclusion. Hence 

\c’c also h:tve 
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C’O~F(A I) 
VO~FRFXOO VO(A) w W-J(A) 

VOORF.AC‘H(A ) 

By definition of E(A) we have VO(e(A))077(vO(A))=id~~~,n, and q is identity 

such that also W&E(A)) = idvo,A,. But this implies VOOREACII(A) = W(A) and 

hence subdiagram (31. 

Proof of Lemma 2. Let F = FREEIMPLOFREEI; then we have SEM~MP~ = 

RESY-ROF. Persistency of F means V&F = idAlcs,,I_c and that of SEMIMPI. means 

W~RESTRCJF= id AICsr.,,c.. Bui we have VOORESTR = V4 by Lemma 1. 

Proof of Lemma 3. Using l.&~ V’ - Vo V,,4r RESTR = REACHO V and RFSI‘R’ = 

REACH’• \” it suffices to show that REAWo V,,,, = \'~,OoREACti'. WC will verify 

the equality REACH" k$,,,(A’) = Vrlc,~~~~~~~~‘(A’) for all A’ E AlgSPIzc.,,.. The cor- 

responding property for morphisms follows in a similar way. 
From the Extension Lemma we know the commutativity of 

FREI'O'@ VO’(A 1’ 
r’(.A’l 

- A’ 
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Let A = V,,,,(A’); then it suffices to show that V,&‘(A’)) = e(A): Since REACH(A) 
is by definition the image of E (A) uniqueness of image factorization of V&e ‘(A’)) = 
Q (A) would imply the desired property REACH0 V&A’) = REACH(A) = 

V,,~,OREACH’(A’). But we have F(A) = V&e’(A’)) by uniqueness of e(A) satisfying 

VO(e (A))q( VO(A 1) = id v()(A) (where q ( VO(A)) = idvo,, , by strong persistency 
of FREE@. Because strong persistency of FREEO’ implies 

VOO K&‘(A’)) = V,, O VO”(e’(A’)) = v/,(idV()‘rA’,) = idVoIAl. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 3 and Theorem 4.4. Cl 

In our last result we show that correctness of the parametrized implementation 

implies correctness of the induced standard implementation. The part of the proof 

concerning OP-completeness is closely related to the proof in [19] showing that 

sutljcient completeness in the parameterized case is preserved by pushouts. It is 

remarkable that the corresponding property does not hold in the unparameterized 

CrlSFf. 

4.5. Theorem (Correctness of Semantics). Gicen an implementation IMPI_: 

PsI’l:<‘I * PSPE:.(l‘O with irldwed irnplementatiorl IMPI.’ : SPE(‘l’~SPE:C‘o’ as in 
Theorerrts 4.3 cl& 4.4, thert we hcme 

(1) IMPI. IR -correct implies IMPL.’ IR-correct, 

(2 1 IMPL OP-c0ltrplete implies IM?l_’ OP-complete. 

Proof. (1) IMPL IR-correct means SEM lMIBL s FREEO. Since FREE0 k persktent by 

General Assumption 3.1. we also have persistency of SEMIMPL_. Hence we are abile 

to use the prclof of Theorem 4.4 with SI-M~~~~~~. = FK~-.EO showing that SI:~I~~~~~~., 

is the unique extension of FREEO. On the other hand the Extension Lemma im- 

plies th:lt the unique extension of FKI’r!O is the free construction 

FRIGW’ : A/gSprC.. - AfgSPEC,) such that we have ~~~~~~~~~~ = FREEO’. Moreover, we 

have FREEO’( TsP& = TsPI.C.,I.. This implies S rMPL_’ = TSPECof which means IR-correct- 

ness of IMPI_‘. 

(2) We have to show that for each I E T1,spI.C.o~, there is a 7* E T&()~,-I~~P~.) 
which is oPIMPI-‘-equivalent to 7. This can be shown by induction on the size of 7. 

For size (7) = 1 we have TE~(SFWW’) = C’+ZO’. In the case 7 EC’S C(SORTIMPI.‘) 

wt‘ can take 7* I= 7. Otherwise, we have 7 E CO’ and hence also t E CO with h 00) = 7. 
OP-completeness of IMPL implies that there is a t* E TztSORTIMPL., which is 

WIXWI -equivalent to t. Taking 7* = It 2(f*) we have 

r = h O(1) = h 31) =()pIMpI ,h?i(f*) = h2(t*:) = 7” E Tx~sc)R-I-IMFL_*,- 

This compll: tes the proof for size: (7) -I 1. 

For size (7) = N > 1 we again consider two cases. If the root of 7 belongs to C’, 

the corresponding term 7* can be obtained I.Y 1 applying the induction hypothesis 

to the arguments of the root in 7. If the root 6 of 7 belongs to CO’, we have CT ECO 
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with ho(a) = G. Now we consider all proper maximal subterms of 7 with sorts in 
S’ (not in SO’), say Tl, . . . , h E T~lSpECo~b with sorts s 1, . . . , sm E S’. 

Let xl,... , _WI be pairwise different variables of sort s 1, . . . , sm and 2 = 
{xl,. , . ,xm}. Then there is a ~;OE T ~tSPECofr (113) and an assignment 

ass: 5% T1~spEC,,lj defined by ass(xi) = ii for i = 1, . . . , m with ass’( 70) = i, where 
ass’ is the extension of ass. By choice of i I, . . . , i m we also have t0 E T’k,bPEiC.,,,( X ) 

with IzO( r(I) = 70 and X, = x1,, ,,) for s E S+ SO. Now we use OP-completeness of IwI. 

to obtain fO* E T ~,SoKI.I~ll~I.~( X) which is orI~~~L.-equivalent to 10. Hence also 

70 = hO( f(l) is <-,PIMrL’-equivalent to iO = 112( tO*). 

Now we use induction hypothesis to find il*, . . . , irrz * E T~,SO~~I~~~~pI -) which are 
oPIMPr.‘-equivalent to 11, . . . . irn E T~,SPE:C’Ij~, respectively. Define a new assign- 
ment asS by =(x-i) = ii* for i = 1, . . . , wz and let ‘i* = Z?(iO*) E: 7&,,i.l.l~l,,, ‘). S’hen 
we have 

because of ass(xi) = 7i =cj,31Mpl.?j* = Z%(.~i 1 for i = 1, . . . , OI and i0 ~~~~~~~~~~~ it)*‘. 
This completes the proof. CI 

From Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 WC conclude the following. 

S. Further development and conclusion 
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in Sections 3 and 4. Moreover, we briefly sketch other approaches based on loose 

resp. final algebra semantics. Finally we discuss the problem of 2-dimensional 

compatibility of implementation and parameter passing showing that the results in 

this and other papers provide important steps but not yet the full solution of the 

problem. 

5.1. Modifica tiorrs of the im plerwr ta tiort cmcept 

There are several ways in which the parameterized implementation concept given 

in Section 3 could be modified. Most of the modifications we are going to consider 
are already studied for the case of implementations without formal parameters in 

[ 161. Itn Definition 3.5 such implementations are called standard implementations. 

This coincides with the corresponding terminology in [ 161. Actually there is also 

an extension of the standard case concerning implementations with hidden com- 

ponents which is discussed in [ 16, Section 63. Hidden components, including hidden 

sorts, hidden operations and hidden equations, not only allow more flexibility in 

the design of implementation but are also necessary in order to have composition 

of implementations. Say, if settint) is implemented by bintreetint) and bintree(int) 
hy bracketstring(int) the composition would become an implementation of setGnU 

by bracketstring(int) including parts of the specification bintreeiint) as hidden parts. 
In order to allow the corresponding composition for parameterized implementa- 

tions. i.e., for formal parameter data instead of xtual parameter int, WC consider 

the following generalization of Definition 3.2. 

of operations &OR-L equations EOP and hidden part 

The hidden part consists of hidden sorts stm, hidden operations 2’Irrn and hidden 

cqiintions t wf> such that 
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All our resu,lts in Section 4 can be extended without additional problems to 
implementations with hidden components. Another kind of change, however, seems 
to be more dificult: Our semantics in this paper corresponds to IR-semantics (first 
IDENTIFICATION and then RESTRICTION) while in [16] we also have studied RI- 
semantlza (first RESTRICTION and then IDENTIFICATION), It is no problem to extend 
the RI-semantical definition to parameterized implementations but we have not 
succeeded yet to extend the proofs in Section 4 to RI-semantics. Problems seem 
to be much easier using a restricted implementation concept as in [B] where the 
complete s\*Nl*HEsrs-part does not belong to the implementation concept. Sanella 

and Wirsing have shown [28] for the case of loose semantics (see Section 5.3) how 
to combine such a restricted implementation concept with a separate extension 
step in order to simulate implementations and the composition of implementations 

as studied in our framework. The main assumption to preserve correctness, however, 
is persistency of the extension step. In our case this would imply that SORTIMPI. is 

a persistent subspecification of OIYMPL which is not valid for most of our examples 

studied in [ 161. 

Actually we also have considered persistent implementations in this sense in 

[ 161. They turn out to lead to much nicer results but seem to bc of more limited 

applicability to practical implementation problems. Persistent implementations in 

a similar sense arc also studied in [ 11 and [2 11. 
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stacks of parameters, the correct implementation 

IMPI. : string(drta) + set(data) 

induces a correct implementation 

IMPS ’ : string * stack( par) + set * stack( par) 

of parameterized types, where * corresponds to the composition of parameterized 
types in the sense of [4]. 

Another useful extension of our approach studied so far is to allow parameterized 
specifications with requirements (see [ 101) or algebraic constraints (see [S]) in the 
formal parameter part of the specifications. This allows to add requirements like 
initial restrictions, e.g., initial (bool), and general logical formulas instead of 
equations. In this framework we can formulate parameterized specifications like 
setidata) and string(data), where initiality of the bool-part in data is essential, and 
also an implementation of set(data) by string(data). Parameter passing from data 

to int leads to the induced implementation of set(int) by string(int) which was 
studied independently in [ 161 before. 

The notion of requirements studied in [lo] is an axiomatic or semantical 

framework where the structure on the syntactical level is still open. Actually there 

arc csscntially no restrictions for the syntactical level in order to extend all the 
results concerning parameter passing from the basic algebraic case given in [4] and 

reviewed in Section 2 of this paper to the case with requirements. But a syntactical 

structure of requiremen& is necessary in order to give general results concerning 
verification tcchmques for passitlg consistent parameter passing. This means tech- 

niqucs to show that the actual ;>arameter satisfies the require :nents given in the 

formal parameter part. This shoqlld be studied separately for ,ogical formulas and 

algebraic constraints which see II to be the two main c!dsses of requirements. 

Algebraic constraints were inoti\ ated by the notion of initial restrictions introduced 

by Hupbuch. Kaphengst and Rzichel (see [27]) and essentially the same notion, 
called data constraints, which IS used in CI.I-AR (see [8]). The general theory of 

algebraic constraints given in [5] provides a number of techniques to transform 

iind show cquivalcncc of conrtraints which can be applied to verify consistency of 

paranick passing. 

It remains open to discuss t-,jw our approach in Sections 3 and 4 can be extended 

to paramctcrizcd implcmcnt:,tions whcrc the formal parameter part SIW‘ includes 

rcquircm;_nts. In this case we would expect that the semantical construction 

prcscrvcs the requireme,lts, i.e., smIMPI.(A ) E ~~~~~~~~~~~ satisfies the WE(‘- 

requiremo:nts provided that they are satisfied by A E AZgSIaEC.. But this is an easy 
consequence of IR-correctness which implies SIN r,llrrd(A ) = FREI- otA ) where 

FKHW(A ! preserves the sPF-<--requirements because of persistency. The results in 

Section 3, i.e., Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, can be extended to the case with 
requirements if we assume that the parameter passing morphism h : SIW’ -+ SW? 

is passing consistent, i.e., l/h ( TsrBr~<-,) satisfies the sPE<--requirements. 
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.W. Disrussiort of approaches based on final algebra and loose semantics 

AS mentioned already in Section 1 there are a number of other approaches within 
the theory of algebraic specifications which are based on final algebra and loose 
semantics respectively. 

The final algebra approach was intrG)duced by Gianotana et al. [Xl] and Wand 
[291. Parameterized specifications and implementations within this approach are 
studied by Ganzinger [ 191. In [ 191 it is shown how the concepts of parameterization 

and parameter passing studied in [4] for the initial-free case can be generalized to 

the final-cofree case. In addition, Ganzinger was able to give a proof-theoretical 

characterization of persistency. The implementation concept in [ 191 is similar with 

respect to the syntax to that given by Ehrich [9] and also to our concepts in [IS‘]. 

Rut the semantics lacks a counterpart of OP-completeness and does not allow 
RFS’i‘RIC‘TIC~N. An additional technical completeness condition allows to show that 

implcmcntations are closed under composition and that implementation commutes 

with parameter passing. 
Algebraic specifications with loose semantics are studied in [8,27]. Corresponding 

parameterized implementation concepts are studied in ;2X] and [24] respectively. 
Hot h concepts are using “parameterized specification:: ?vith requirements which arc 
&led h&arch:, L+ data constraints in [X] and initial restrictions in [IN]. III 

principle thic would alloy to specialize their constructions and results to our case 

of initial-froc semantics. A closer look at the problem of correct pxamcter passing. 

!IOWWL’~, shows that the corresponding results after specialization art’ at first sight 

much weaker than our results in the initial-free C;W. Actuallv one needs the 
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are considered. A purely semantical approach to the problem of compatibility of 
parameter passing and implementation is proposed by Lipeck [25]. This semantical 
framewoh-k is intended to’ serve as a semantical basis for different kinds of 
specification languages. The results in 1251 concerning compatibility will be related 
to our approach and to those mentioned above in the final versior. of [25]. 

~7.4. TIta problem of t-dirnertsiorral cornpatibi!itJ 

The idea of modularization means that complex, large systems are built up from 

small, handable pieces. Say, we have specifications stack, queue, set, int (maybe 

from a library) and we write parameter passing morphisms to combine them to a 

complex modul stack (queue(set(int))). On the Qther hand we may refine each 

modul by implementation steps: 

arraywithpointer J stack, 

arraywithtwopointers =+ cycliclist 3 queue, 

array * hashtable 3 set. 

(array may be the only structured data type of our programming language.) It 

would be quite nice now if the final system, i.e., 

arraywithpointer(arraywithtwopointers(array(int 1)) 3 stack(queue( set, int 1) L 

is obtained from the parts above automatically and that the result of their 

composition does not depend on the order. You would also like that the reed is 

correct if all its building blocks are. (Otherwise you could not say too much about 

your system until you have finished to develop it.) The ke;: to satisfy such desires 

is the concept of &dimensional compatibility which we are going to discuss in the 

following. 

Our main result in Section 4 shows that actualization of the formal parameters 

of a correct parameterized implementation leads to a correct induced implementa- 

tion. Let us call this process ‘inner actualization’. In Example 4.2 the inner para- 
mctcrs data and int (now short for intmax) of the parameterized implementation 

IWI : bracketstringlddta -+ int) * bintreetdata + int) 

W-C both actualized by int Icading to the induced implementation 

Iill’ ‘: bracketstring(int) 3 bintreetint ). 

If the actual parameter is a parameterized specification, the induced implementation 

bccomcs a parameterized implementation. 

In addition to ‘inner actualization’ there is also another compa:ibility problem 

ot parameter pacsing and implementation, called ‘outer parametenzation’. 

Given the parameterized implementation 

I AWL. : bracketstring( data + int) + bintreet data + int) 
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as above and an ‘outer’ parameterized specification, say stack(param), we can 

actualize the formal parameter param with the parameterized specifications of the 

given implementation leading to parameterized specifications 

stack * bracketstring( data + int) and stack * bintrce( data + int ). 

The problem is now whether we obtain a correct induced implementation 

I‘MPP - . stack * bracketstringcdata + int) + stack * bintree( data + int) 

This problem is called ‘outer parameterization’. A solution for this problem in 

some restricted cases is given in [28] for loose and in [ 191 for final algebra semantics. 

The problem is still open for our case of initial-free semantics and for the general 

case of parameterized implementations as studied in this paper. 

If the processes of ‘inner actualization’ and ‘outer parameterization’ are well- 

&fined and commutable (see below) they can be combined to the process of 
‘horizontal composition’: 

Given implementations 

MCI suitable parameter passing morphisms 

is well defined as composition if the following diagram of inner actualirations 
I Iv ,l( I 1 and outcr pLtrametcrizations (01 mw<) commuttx 
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Given parameterized i!nplementations with hidden components (see Section 5. l), 

say 

IMPLZ IMI’LI 
SPECJSPEC) w SPIT1 (SPEC) B SPECO(SPEC), 

the ocrtical contpositim can be defined as in [ 16, Section 61 leading to a parameter- 

ized implementation 

IMI’L. I I IMPI. 
SPEC( SPE<‘) F SPE<‘O(SPEC) 

where the correctness problem ha4 = to be handled similar to [16, Section 71. 

Nw~ NT are able to formulate the problem of ‘2-dimensional compatibility cf 
parameter passing and implementation’: 

Assume that we have horizontal and vertical composition of parameterized 

implementations as introduced above where both compositions preserve correctness 

of implementations: 

Given correct implementations 

and 

and suitable parameter passing morphisms such that the following horizontal 

compositions are well defined: 

Oil the other hand we hail the following vertical compositions: 

IXII’I I 1~11’1 2 

4) SI~l~C,,‘(SI’I I”) 1 spr:c d( SW<“) 

Now we say that we have ?I-dimcrrsiortal cornpaiihility of parameter passirzg ad 

it)zpl~~j~lerztcltiorl if thcrc are uniquely defined induced parameter passing morphisms 

such that the vertical composition (5) of (1) and (2): 
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is well defined :Ind equal to the horizontal composition (6) of (3) and (4): 

(6) 
tlXlPl.1 IMPI 2r* lIMPI 1’ INIl’ 2’1 

SPEC2 * SPEC’( SPEC”) > SPF.CO * SPEC’O’( SPrx”) 

In short formulas full compatibility means 

(73 (1MPI.I ~i:Ih-1PI.l’)“(lh~PI.~~IMPl.~‘) - (IMPLI ~lhll’l.:!)~I:(IMPI.I’“IMPI 2’) 

where ail composite implementation are assumed to be well defined and correct. 

We have called the property defined above ‘Z-dimensional compatibility’ because 

i 71 corresponds exactly to the ‘double law’ of a 3dimensi,xIal category (see [X]). 

The ide:-\ to require compatibility between horizontal and vertical composition of 

implementations in terms of this ‘double law’ was first proposed by Rurstall and 

Goguen for the specification language CAT [7]. In [28] and [21] it is stated without 

proof that the double law holds for parameterizcd implementations with loose 

semantics provided that a number of additional assumptions is satisfied. However. 

its already mentioned in Section 5.3, the implementation concepts in [%I and [Zl] 

xc’ both restricted with respect to a number of desirable properties. This means 
that even for loose semantics the problem of Z-dimensional compatibility of para- 

meter passing and implementation can he considered to hc still open. 
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and IDENTIFICATION. RESTRICTION is based on the forgetful functor c/, associated 

with the signature morphism f and IDENTIFICATION is done by the sPEcw-equations. 

This makes sure that the semantical functor F is well defined and each ms- 

implementation is correct. 
NOW it would be an easy practice in universal algebra to define horizontal and 

vertical composition of ms-implementations and to show 2-dimensional compatlbil- 

ity of parameter passing and implementation. 
This example shows that the quality of the results concerning compatibility of 

parameter passing and implementation highly depends on the kind of semantics, 
on the question of requirements for parameterized specifications, and the notion 

of implementation including correctness. If-on the other hand--we take the ‘union’ 

of all the concepts studied in all the approaches mentioned above very little would 

be known concerning compatibility of parameter passing and implementation. 

But all the results in the ditfercnt appraoches known up to now are promising 
enough to suggest that the problem of Z-dimensional compatibility can be solved 

within the next years for a notion of implementations which is general enough for 
software engineering purposes. 
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